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Marriages

George W Smyth to Wilhelmina Mclurg July 30th 1840

Inserts

1. Portion of a prayer book
2. Love note
3. List of Bible Passage with time
THE
HOLY BIBLE:
CONTAINING THE
OLD AND NEW TESTAMENTS,
TOGETHER WITH THE
APOCRYPHA:
TRANSLATED OUT OF THE ORIGINAL TONGUES,
AND WITH THE former TRANSLATIONS DILIGENTLY COMPARED AND REVISED,
By the special Command of His Majesty King James I. of England.
WITH MARGINAL NOTES AND REFERENCES.
TO WHICH ARE ADDED
AN INDEX;
AN ALPHABETICAL TABLE OF ALL THE NAMES IN THE OLD AND NEW TESTAMENTS,
WITH THEIR SIGNIFICATIONS;
TABLES OF SCRIPTURE WEIGHTS, MEASURES, AND COINS.

EMBELLISHED WITH TWENTY-FIVE MAPS AND HISTORICAL ENGRAVINGS.

TRENTON, N. J.
PUBLISHED BY D. & E. FENTON,
WARREN STREET, NEXT DOOR TO THE CITY TAVERN.

1817.
George W. Smith

Abraham Smith's Holy Bible
November 10th, 1826 George Smith
MARRIAGES.

George W. Smyth
To
Williamina McIug
July 30th, 1840
I forgot thee, no, my love,
Time may stop, or cease to be,

Dreams forget their course to flee,
But I'll remember thee.
Exodus 28 Chapter 17 verse 11 Concerning Candlesticks. Laying
Deuteronomy 19 Chapter 20 verse 21 verse Concerning Murder,
Judges 9 Chapter Concerning Kings.
1 Samuel 12 Chapter Concerning Kings.
2 Samuel 4 Chapter Concerning the woman that had an old husband
and had a son that was brought to life by the man of God.
2 Kings 9 Chapter 22 verse The whomdams of jezebel to her witchcraft.
1 Kings 21 Chapter verse 6 verse and he made his son pass through the fire.
and used enchantments and incantations.
Chronicles Chapter 15th verse 29 Concerning Dancing.
2 Chronicles 11 Chapter verse 15 verse Concerning making pries to devils.
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E. H. Lordwick 12th day.